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The National Voice 

for the arts in regional Australia 

Advocacy

Through our work, 

arts in regional Australia is recognised as essential.

Arts and culture are a crucial element in the make-up of future liveable 
regions and are central to thriving and healthy communities and 
sustainable growth across regional, rural and remote Australia.

Nearly every Australian -98% engage with the arts in some way

(Australia Council for the Arts, ‘Creating Our Future’ August 2020 National Arts Participation Survey) 



Whole of Ecology 

Regional Australia is not a homogenous place and need to be understood within 
variety and diversity of whole ecology. 

An important characteristic of the arts and creative industries sector is that our 
connections are not just between employer and employee, but also between 
individuals, audiences, and other institutions, there is a broad cultural ecology.

Geographic diversity and locational politics are vitally important conversations of 
upmost significance in the Australian arts &  creative landscape; 

In a regional context the arts and cultural ecology tends to be embedded 
throughout the community, business and education sectors.



Advocacy

Regional Policy

– Digital connectivity

– Education and Skills

– Health services

– Rewarding hard work and creating jobs

– Regional Deals

– Decentralisation

– Agriculture

– Resources

– Tourism

– Building infrastructure

– Backing regional businesses to access all 
markets

– Lower energy costs

– Water and the Environment

Cultural Tourism

Cultural Infrastructure  

Digital Connectivity

Education 

Health

Retail  

Liveability 

Place Making

First Nations 

Cross Industries - Cross Portfolio  



Cultural & Creative Ecology 

Building the fabric of cultural & creative ecology. 

• Community confidence (evidenced by connectivity)
• Creative confidence (evidenced by arts practice)
• Business confidence (evidenced by partnerships)

Place Building – community and social cohesion:
• Lasting Impact
• Local Supply
• Job Incentives

cross-sector partnerships, particularly tourism, trade and health



Amenity

sole traders, casual, contractors, seasonal, gig economy, organisations
Points of Sale - customers / visitors to purchase work / experiences 
Galleries, Open Studios, Walking trails 
Museums / Theatres / Halls / Arts Centres 
Festival sites / Heritage Sites 
Shops / Markets  
Revenue: ticket sales, box office, bar, retail, membership
Tourism and visitation (flights, accommodation, hospitality)
Presentation of work / producing events & festivals 
Movement of artists / contractors / audiences across borders  
Touring – local – national – international
Creative / Consumer / audiences and businesses sentiment - confidence

many purposes / many roles / multifaceted / interconnected  



Place Making / Place Branding 

Advocacy

These interconnect with: 
Natural Environment
Cultural Landscapes
Local produce – food and beverage 
Hospitality
Retail  

Cultural initiatives:
• Festivals and events
• Visual arts – galleries, artists open 

studios, public art, art trails 
• Heritage – with a focus on museums
• First Nations – On Country, cultural 

experiences both traditional and 
contemporary 

• Performance based events – music 
gigs, concerts, theatre etc.



Place

Advocacy

• The arts provide unique expressions of community, as they are firmly rooted in the local environment 
and through participation in cultural life enrich both to the individual and communities. They can 
generate and promote a sense of belonging.

• Place is important and provides part of the narrative, a space to conduct 
dialogue between practice and thinking, between people and communities.

• The relationship between the economic, the social and cultural, the ideological and the political 
that is paramount to understanding the arts and creative sector



Place & Amenity

Advocacy

• The relationship between the social and physical environment is dynamic. 

• It is the interaction between people and place makes it distinctive.

• This is a deeply felt, multi-faceted experience that acquires and generates multi layers of meaning. 

• This is ever changing, contested and challenged and should be an iterative process.  

Joining the dots  - Connecting  - Providing a Voice 



@regionalartsaustralia
@regional_arts 



The Cultural and Creative Economy

A New Approach’s Working Paper 1: Edited Extract from Australia’s cultural and creative 
economy: A 21st century guide: 
“Contributing $111.7 billion to the Australian economy 6.4% of GDP) in 2016–17, and 
employing more than 800,000 people (8.1% of the total workforce). 12 domains

Summary in Australian Institute Background Brief: Economic Importance of the Arts and 
Entertainment Sector by Bill Browne posted on their website on 25 June 2020 
Created a subset ‘arts and entertainment’:

• The arts and entertainment sector contributes $14.7 billion per year in value added 
(GDP).

• Arts and entertainment employ 193,600 Australians. (1.8% of total workforce).
• For every million dollars in turnover, arts and entertainment produce 9 jobs while the 

construction industry only produces around 1 job.



Regional Arts Fund RAF

RAF is a regionally-led 
program that provide 
timely support to 
regions, creative 
industries, artists and 
communities.



Regional Arts Fund RAF

Objectives:

Encourage & support sustained economic, social and cultural development in 
regional communities

Develop partnerships and networks which leverage support for projects and 
encourage ongoing collaborations 

Develop audiences and broaden community engagement with the arts 

Increase employment, professional development opportunities and profile of 
regional and remote artists 



Regional Arts Fund RAF





@regionalartsaustralia
@regional_arts 


